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Welcome to Relovey!



email

password

LOGIN

Login to your account

Don’t have an account? Sign in here

Remember Me Forgot Password?

Let the digital upcycle begin!





Our Plans

Explore relo ey

FREE PREMIUM PLAN

£0/mo

£19/mo

cancel at any time

Download PDF Guide

EXPLOREHOME TREND GLOSSARY CONTEST CONTACT UP-CYCLE NOW

• 3 digital design creations a week

• Access to ten up-cycle ideas

• Two contest entries allowed per 

calendar month 

 

• Unlimited designs creation

• Access to ALL up-cycle ideas 

• Unlimited contest entries per 

calendar month

• Expert chat and screen share 

feature - observing, and giving 

directions during design process

Current Plan Upgrade



relo eyTrend Glossary

In this section, you will find articles about top fashion styles 
straight from runways and save them to your relovey design 
space (workspace). Each article contains descriptions, photos, 
and helpful tips on how to up-cycle a particular trend. 
Love a trend? By adding it to your favorites      , your loved 
trend will automatically load itself into your workspace. 

Trend Articles with popular fashion styles

Read it - Love it - Work with it!

search for particular article / enter key word

put a lace on it - patterns and application 
Lace had played a role in fashionable dress since it 
was developed in the sixteenth century.Loosely 
defined, lace can be any nonwoven, light, 
openwork fabric. Lace appears everywhere from 
the doilies on a armchair to edgings on garments

explore more...

EXPLOREHOME TREND GLOSSARY CONTEST CONTACT UP-CYCLE NOW

100%

cut that hole - small and large cutouts 
Get on the action! Cut that hole and don’t be afraid 
to do so. One-shoulder cut-outs, holes in the waist, 
open back and multiple small cuts is the fashion 
trend that must have its place in your wardrobe. 
From geometric to flower shapes, zig-zags...

explore more...

explore more...

Article Section
put a lace on it - patterns and application 

Lace had played a role in fashionable dress since it 
was developed in the sixteenth century.Loosely 
defined, lace can be any nonwoven, light, 
openwork fabric. Lace appears everywhere from 
the doilies on a armchair to edgings on garments



8-12 13-17

Create a fairy shirt using 
purple and yellow tones of 
any material, fabric, a colour 
you can find around your 
home and surroundings. You 
could use sequins, glitter and 
anything that will sparkle 
the shirt up! Find your inner...

read more

11:11

put a lace on it - patterns and application 
Lace had played a role in fashionable dress since it 
was developed in the sixteenth century.Loosely 
defined, lace can be any nonwoven, light, 
openwork fabric. Lace appears everywhere from 
the doilies on a armchair to edgings on garments

explore more...
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